Costus productus Maas

Native to Peru.

**Costus** aff. *productus* Maas

Native to Peru.

Costus aff. productus Maas

Above: taken from labeled plant in pot before planting.

Lyon 2003.0132, Peru: Nong Nooch 11497, as C. sp. 1 planted 12 Jul 2004, upper H25, left of Gymno trail, just DH of 2nd Albizia / (these photos are from one planted MLMauka under the banyans, which had lost its tag and may possibly be 2003.0123, which, however, may be the same thing).
Costus productus Maas

Native to Peru.

Lyon L-98.0168, Peru: Mark Collins 96-508; Villa Rica to Bermadez; loose ligules. DNA to Chelsea Specht.